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Advanced GET is available in all major languages; it's a universal plug-in that operates on all platforms; it's available as a free download. Advanced GET does not require a separate registration or proprietary downloads, but requires a valid, paid account with the designated TradeStation broker. Additionally, Advanced GET can be used
by both US and non-US traders. Advanced GET now provides real-time downloads of charts and screens in PDF format for trading on the major markets and exchanges. Advanced GET is the "The Secret Weapon" for the advanced professional and swing trader. Use it to add context and confidence to your trade decisions, and play your

own trading games. Use it for any chart, time frame, currency, stock or commodity trading. It's the market's "Magic Wand"! Advanced GET is the fastest and most powerful computerized Elliott Wave model available to the public anywhere in the world. The advanced mathematical model compares the current market with historical
patterns and statistical behavior to generate objective and precise Elliott wave counts that eliminate ambiguity. You can download Advanced GET for the following markets: * US Equity and US Futures data * US Equity and US Futures data * European Equity and European Futures data * European Futures data (CFD) * Asian Equity and
Asian Futures data * Gold and Silver data * Forex Charts You can monitor all your trading actions and measures via graphs, charts and trade details.Advanced GET also offers you the ability to draw up your own trading strategy, so you can use familiar indicators and tools such as MACD, DAILY, and RSI and create a custom watchlist,

chart sets and so much more. An in-depth tutorial provides the opportunity to learn how to use these tools.
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The fully paid version comes with everything in the free version PLUS everything in all future versions of eSignal including, support, phone-support, post-paid support, automated trading, Multi-Time Frame Mode, the updated High-Level Trading Indicators, and thousands of other features. Advanced GET's built in Elliptical curves and
Fibonacci retracements and extensions offer a variety of prospects for trade management. In addition, you can place orders at precise time intervals, set stop loss and take profit orders, or place orders off other indicators. In conjunction with the Advanced GET plug-ins, you can add any type of chart to a GET projection, including

Trendlines, Keltner Channels, SPX, RSI, MACD, MT4 chart, OHLC, Candlestick, ADX, etc. (each with their corresponding log-ins to activate the plug-in). Advanced GET also offers enhanced averaging functions for global, regional, or custom markets with their own time frames. This helps you rapidly view the market and see potential
price ranges. Detailed averaging analysis reports are available. Advanced GET can display historical and forward sweeps as well as performing Elliott Wave analysis. A stunning chart display on your trading platform now includes the ability to export charts in PDF format with the Advanced GET display. Advanced GET's pulling of

statistics is truly deep. In addition, there is statistical validation of key indicator values and market behavior with histograms and normal, unconditional and conditional probability graphs. Advanced GET comes loaded with a wealth of features, but the most comprehensive and real-time trading tool in the world is but a click away.
Advance, trade, enter orders, make projections and make trade decisions. Advanced GET offers unprecedented flexibility and power. Now, you can make the most of everything the market has to offer. 5ec8ef588b
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